Bush to speak here today

Vice-President and Good Old Boy George Herbert Walker Bush will be at school tonight to address the MIT Sustaining Fellows, a group of incredibly nice people who have decided to use their power and financial resources for the benefit of the Institute, truth, justice, and the American way.

Bush will speak on "Students, preppies, and their place in the conservative society." A Bush aide noted that "We are so happy that George is speaking here. MIT is an incredibly neat place and the people are just super."

Bush's chat will note the important role for preppies in making America a better place to live — for the right people. The Veep will advocate a trickle-down approach to spreading preppiness throughout the national education system. A press release noted that "it is important for good Americans to pass their worn-out Lacostes and chinos along to second-hand clothes dealers rather than throwing them out. This way, others can vicariously share in the nation's new-found prosperity."

Clothes make the man, as we all know. Bryant "Bitsy" Everett, Bush's clothing secretary, said the Vice-President "will be wearing Sperry Top-Siders, chinos, and an..." (Continued on p. 3)
Divorce Isn’t Everything
While statistics showing that Massachusetts has the lowest divorce rate in the nation are reassuring to those concerned about the future of the American family, the numbers don’t tell the whole story. The rate in the Bay State is 3 divorces per 1,000 people — about one-third that of leading Arkansas’ 8.9 per thousand. Still, we know that the reason is that few people here get married; they just live together in sin. Better to save yourself, have a large church ceremony, and then split if needed. Divorce is no longer unacceptable, you know: even Prexy Reagan has tried it.

Liberty Lobby issues denial
The Liberty Lobby today denied that it was pushing for the quarantining of the Northeast in order to halt the flow of Jews to other sections of the country. “We don’t like them people,” declared LL President Verry White, but we don’t wish them on anyone, INCLUDING the Northeast.”

How Many to Unscrew a Lightbulb?
Solidarity will hold a one-hour strike throughout the country at 12am today. Everyone is cordially invited to participate. Everyone is cordially invited to participate. Everyone is cordially invited to participate.

Students Pass Up Sex Course
Lack of interest has forced the University of Cincinnati administration to cancel a non-credit course entitled “Sexual Subcultures in Cincinnati.” Perhaps figuring that the material would be sparse, no one signed up for the course. The course was to have been taught by John “Soixante-Neuf” Zeh, who had been charged earlier in the year with broadcasting obscenities on his radio show “Gay Dreams.” Good to see that the fifty people in Cincinnati are staying away from the tacky stuff — reward yourselves with a large, refreshing G&T.

God deef to Democrats
In last Sunday’s sermon, the Reverend Bailey Smith made another in a long series of controversial statements. “God Almighty does not hear the prayers of a Democrat,” he declared while frothing at the mouth. He cited Tip O’Neill’s paunch and Ronald Reagan’s Capitol Hill victories as examples. In a recent interview, He had no comment.

Nixon May Get What He Deserves
Although the battle is far from finished, seventy-four Duke University faculty members have endorsed the school’s efforts to build a Presidential library on campus to honor Richard “Tapes” Nixon. While lacking true prep credentials, the former prexy did have the right idea about long-hairs and we wish him the best of luck.

Reagan has the poor on his mind
Ronald Reagan, at his wife’s suggestion, is out to prove that he is not forgetting the poor. The President has sent a bill to Congress asking for an appropriation of $2 million for new Chi-net plates for the recently cut school lunch program. In response to allegations that he is merely throwing the poor a bone, Ronnie exclaimed “What an idea!” and rode off into the sunset.

Those infamous Pi Gams are at it again.
Those infamous Pi Gams are at it again. In response to seniors at Harvard’s Eliot House wearing ties and jackets to Sunday dinners, the brothers of 449 Beacon Street will now require jockstraps and CLEAN sweatshirts at ALL dinners. “After all,” remarked All Fratured, a Pi Gam, “we have SOME class, don’t we?”

Morality in the pool
Harvard’s Adams House (such a lovely place) has struck a decisive blow for truth, beauty, and the American way with its decree that nude swimming be curtailed in the house pool. A number of seniors from nearby Eliot house are reportedly planning to request a coat-and-tie requirement (Brooks Brothers, we hope) for the recently-reinstated Sunday-night swim.

Sun gets burned
The Reverend Sun Myung Moon, controversial leader of the worldwide Unification Church, has been indicted by a Federal grand jury in Manhattan on charges of failing to report over $100,000 interest on a $1.6 million New York bank account.

Stop by our office any Sunday afternoon for our regular quiche and bloody mary brunch. We’re located in Walker Memorial room 50-340 — convenient to the squash courts! Keys and neckties are under the doormat.
Izod shirt.”

Unfortunately, the visit may be marred by a demonstration planned for this afternoon. The rally is being organized by the Committee on Campus Anarchists (COCA) and the Association of Wastes, Oddballs, and Losers (AWOL).

The last vestige of liberalism will be gathering for the rally, according to its organizers. Making excuses for what will probably be a poor turnout, Matt “CIA” Blunt contended that students are afraid to attend such demonstrations, out of concern that their pictures will be taken and kept on file at the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). Blunt did not seem worried about how tacky the students would look captured on film in their army fatigues and sneakers—not even running shoes. Rather, he claimed that the files would be turned over to the Moral Majority. As the FBI will be exempt from the Freedom of Information Act, Blunt will never know.

“This whole thing is definitely to be avoided,” commented Undergraduate Association President John “Jocko” DeRubies. “These people will be wearing tee-shirts and dirty blue jeans—what will the Vice-President think.”

The Secret Service has been practicing defensive measures in the event the affair gets out of hand (see picture this page). “We’ve gotten really good at controlling crowds since the assassination attempt,” noted an agent who politely asked that his name not be used. The agent said that the Secret Service did not want anyone to be hurt but had to assure that the “Vice-President’s hair doesn’t get mussed.”

Bush’s day will begin with a “Welcome Georgie” brunch at the Hyatt sponsored by the Yale Club of Boston. After the early morning bloody marys and a brief shopping spree at J. Press, Bush will meet with conservative politicians to organize an “Alfred Vellucci for Governor” campaign. In the afternoon, the Veep will relax at the Charles River Yacht Club.

First Amendment ruled unconstitutional

by Z. Squirrel

In a surprise decision handed down yesterday in Princeton University and the State of New Jersey vs. Chris “Who?” Schmid, the Supreme Court reversed the bleeding-heart liberal trend begun during the Warren years and not completely purged during the Burger tenure.

The decision “serves to invalidate a large portion of the First Amendment,” according to well-intentioned but slightly misguided, possibly from birth, liberal Dr. Louis "Trip" Menand III.

In a path-breaking decision authored by former Junior Leaguer and President of the Arizona Junior Women’s Club Sandra Day “Deedee” O’Connor, the Supreme Court adopted a sweeping broad interpretation of the scope of government. Explaining its decision, the Court declared, “The authors of the Constitution, though presumably well-intentioned, failed to foresee how stooges of the Red Communist menace might attempt to stifle divinely-inspired attempts to expand the breadth of the military-industrial complex. Therefore, it is the opinion of this court that the First Amendment of the Constitution be repealed heretofore and forthwith. This decision will take effect immediately.”

Commenting on the decision, Applied Constitutional Law practitioner Richard “Tapes” Nixon declared, “It’s about time that my fellow Americans took action to muzzle the anti-democratic prevarications of the East Coast liberal establishment. As I have stated before and repeat in case any of you may have forgotten, I am not a crook.”

MIT’s general counsel Kimball “Wog” Valentine, through whose office the Institute had filed an amicus curiae brief in this case, declared, “I don’t understand on what basis they made this decision. The scope of the petition we filed does not seem to warrant so sweeping an interpretation of the Constitution... Perhaps the Court based its decision on the amicus brief submitted by Roy ‘Hel-lo, Sailor’ Cohn for Jerry ‘Jugs’ Falwell and the Moral Majority.”

Cohn could not be reached for comment, but his secretary, who would only be identified as Schine, indicated that Cohn was currently in Wisconsin researching his forthcoming book.
Friday, October 30

There will be a secret meeting of certain students from Taiwan at 8pm in the usual place.

Oooh! Can your heart stand it? Donnie and Marie, the Beach Boys, and Paul Anka will star in an incredible triple-bill at the Hatch Shell at 7:30pm. Bring a cutie, and wear your MIT-insignia Norwegian sweater — it’ll be nippy!

"Sodomy and Bestiality — How to Make Sure You Don’t See ‘Them on Your Block” will be the topic of a forum to be held by the Moral Majority at 7:30, in the Student Center Library. Come out and support the forces of our leader, Reverend Jerry Falwell.

The Boston Shakespeare Company will be presenting Tom "Drool" Slobber’s play, "Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Jewish", weeknights from now until we decide to close down this bit of Bolshevisk indecency. Morticultural hall, Boston.

Cheddar Cheese and Golden Haunch star in tonight’s LSC movie, "Fowl Play,” a black comedy with some of the best sight gags in recent memory.

MIT Dining Service has announced that a special festive menu will be served in the dining halls in honor of the visit of George Herbert Walker Bush. Cheese Strata will top the bill.

The Senior House “Electric” Fall Debutante Ball will be in the Fassett Lounge at 9pm. Formal dress is required. Sacred dance music by a local band will enhance the evening, and the traditional Senior House floor dance will be performed.

The Moral Majority, Inc., will present an Understanding Politics conference at MIT until 5pm in the Sala de Nantucket.

Saturday, October 31

We heartily encourage anyone that can make it to the Middle East in mid-November do so. There, they will see an unparalleled display of US military muscle ("Operation Parking Lot"). Watch the AWACS on patrol in western Egypt. See the B-52’s pulverize mock targets northwest of Cairo. Join two US battalions in staging military exercises in the desert. Observe 200 paratroopers jump above the Sudan. Land with the Marine Corps in a mock amphibious assault on Oman. What more could you want from a weekend?

The MIT chapter of Unite! Nicaraguan Commiss Out of Latin America (UNCOLA) will held a pep rally in support of the Administration’s supply-side economics and foreign policy. The rally will be held on the steps of the Student Center at 5:30pm. Note that the MIT Administration has given permission for this usage of MIT facilities for this recognized student activity.

Sunday, November 1

Plenty of great flicks in the movie houses around town! Don’t miss A Touch of Class, Rich and Famous, or Mommie Dearest. Bring a hip flask for a slow scenes, and a Cliffie for the dark ones.

John Kenneth Galbraith, Paul M. Warburg Professor Emeritus of Economics, will be autographing copies of his book, "The American Effluent," at the Harvard Coup at 3pm, and then will give a talk on the value of putting your allowance into money market certificates. G & T’s will be served.
Announcing the First Annual

Z.Link Photo Contest!

Open to all members of the MIT community.
Prizes to include skiing trips, foxtrot lessons, harbor cruises, Z.Link polo shirts
This year’s topic: “Proletarians are so tacky!”
Rules and deadlines to be announced in our next issue.

Note: when we moved into our office, we found the following in the trash...

THAT’S RIGHT, CAMPER AND BACKPACKERS– IT’S TIME FOR YET ANOTHER EARTH-SHAKING EPISODE OF THE LEGEND OF...

WE TOOK UP MACRANE

@#$%!!!
YO-MAMA!

by Z. Axe

For many years, the student body has allied itself with the views of the Radical Left. This most unfortunate marriage has led to a general deterioration of the moral and artistic fiber of our youth, exemplified by the cowardice of those resisting the return of the peacetime draft to insure military preparedness and by the advent of that genre of so-called "music" called punk. Luckily for all of us, the vindication of conservative thought borne out by Ronald Reagan's trouncing of his weak-willed predecessor has also returned sanity to our campus through the recent formation of student groups devoted to restoring traditional values to what constitutes palatable "art".

The most prominent of the New Traditionalists is the Youth Office of the Massachusetts Alliance for Morality in the Arts (YO-MAMA). YO-MAMA's parent group, the Massachusetts Alliance for Morality in the Arts (MAMA), was founded in 1978 by Ed "Goats" King, a prominent Massachusetts conservative. The good word travelled slowly, however, and MIT's YO-MAMA chapter didn't get off the ground until clearance was obtained from the Association for Spurious Student Timesinks (ASSPORT) last month.

YO-MAMA is dedicated to the proposition that all attempts at creating art do not result in all products being equal. The group hopes to educate the MIT Community as to what constitutes objectionable, immoral, and utterly disgusting art. YO-MAMA president Masterson Archer Davenport of two other new groups, the Majority Opposed to Junior's Infernal Sex-Mongering (MO-JISM) and Stop Morally Untenable Titillation (SMUT). The gauntlet has been thrown down to the amoral among us; these groups plan to act as watchdogs over the distribution of pornography on campus. A Registration Day Movie poster design has been submitted by God-fearing members of the Latent Sexuality Committee (LSC) for pre-publication review. Next Tuesday, after its regular weekly meeting, YO-MAMA will preview the movie that LSC proposes to show and render judgement on its artistic suitability for the student body. The meeting and screening are open to all members of the MIT Community. Attendance is greatly encouraged.

"Bushy" George explained that the members "aim to eliminate the tacky from campus life." He further elaborated: "Just the other night, we were having a few G&T's in Harvard Square when these very unprepped chaps started quaffing some brewskis right next to us. N.O.K.D., believe me. Maybe we'll start a chapter up the road soon."

As usual, the Left is not taking this lying down. Elsie "Small animals" Bovine, a high (sic!) mucky-muck at that Commie rag, The Daily Reamer, commented, "That George should be force-fed ten tabs of windowpane and be made to watch Doris Day flicks during his trip." "Bushy" was unavailable for comment, as he was at a Doris Day marathon at the Pennysante Cinema.

YO-MAMA's first efforts will be able to help out with the campaigns of two other new groups, the Majority Opposed to Junior's Infernal Sex-Mongering (MO-JISM) and Stop Morally Untenable Titillation (SMUT). The gauntlet has been thrown down to the amoral among us; these groups plan to act as watchdogs over the distribution of pornography on campus. A Registration Day Movie poster design has been submitted by God-fearing members of the Latent Sexuality Committee (LSC) for pre-publication review. Next Tuesday, after its regular weekly meeting, YO-MAMA will preview the movie that LSC proposes to show and render judgement on its artistic suitability for the student body. The meeting and screening are open to all members of the MIT Community. Attendance is greatly encouraged.
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Great Escapes
Go For It!

by Z. Barry

Now, MIT is not exactly the most preppy place in Boston. So, following will be a list of more appropriate places relatively close to campus, many of which happen to be George Bush's favorites.

**Club Casablanca** (40 Brattle Street, Cambridge, 876-5994) — Casa B's is, perhaps, the key place for heavy G&T action. Not the place for P.D.A., but if she leaves with you, you'll at least get to swap spit.

**Charles River Yacht Club** (Building E50, 354-8681) — Although the location is T.T.F.W., the C.R.Y.C. is the greatest spot to start an apres dejuner cruise of the Crimson Shores. Also a convenient term-time home for the 69-footer you keep at Edgartown.

**Oxford Ale House** (36 Church Street, Cambridge, 876-5353) — Caroline Kennedy's fave, the House has brewskis from around the world — without the Wursthaus' proletarian atmosphere.

**Cricket's** (101 Faneuil Hall Marketplace, Boston, 227-3434) — Newest hangout for older preps. Martinis said to be the best in Boston. Cricket's is definitely shoe city. Great place to meet "old boys" if you need a summer job in New Haven.

**Elsie's Lunch** (71a Mount Auburn Street, Cambridge, 354-8362) — J.F.K. loved their roast beef sandwiches when he was editor of the Crime. Open 'til 3am, if you've been getting low. Need we say more?

**Quaffer's** (84 Beacon Street, Boston, unlisted) — Private club, but they won't check if your fag tag's in the right place. Major St. Grotlex crowed here — you won't have to worry that he's N.O.C.D. B' city.

**Spit** (13 Lansdowne Street, Boston, 262-2424) — Strictly speaking, it's NOT PREP, but it is off the wall; a wild change from the same old thing. Many here without both oars in the water. If you enjoy it too much, you're F.T.P.


**Jonathan Swift's Pub** (306 John F. Kennedy (nee Boylston) Street, Cambridge, 661-9887) — Watch for preppy night every two weeks or so. Cheap drinks, cheap entertainment, cheap atmosphere — the perfect excuse to leave early and play hide-the-salam.

**Friday's** (26 Exeter Street, Boston, 266-9040) — The atmosphere is just like home — crew-shells made into hanging planters, menus in spiral-bound composition books, and turtle-necks with whales. Parallel parking inside and out.

**Harvard Club of Boston** (374 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, 366-1260) — The place to take your new talent for Dom P. — when Daddy's buying. If you're not a member, why are you reading this?

**Harvard Club of Boston**

Friday's (26 Exeter Street, Boston, 266-9040) — The atmosphere is just like home — crew-shells made into hanging planters, menus in spiral-bound composition books, and turtle-necks with whales. Parallel parking inside and out.

**Elsie's Lunch** (71a Mount Auburn Street, Cambridge, 354-8362) — J.F.K. loved their roast beef sandwiches when he was editor of the Crime. Open 'til 3am, if you've been getting low. Need we say more?

**Quaffer's** (84 Beacon Street, Boston, unlisted) — Private club, but they won't check if your fag tag's in the right place. Major St. Grotlex crowed here — you won't have to worry that he's N.O.C.D. B' city.

**Spit** (13 Lansdowne Street, Boston, 262-2424) — Strictly speaking, it's NOT PREP, but it is off the wall; a wild change from the same old thing. Many here without both oars in the water. If you enjoy it too much, you're F.T.P.


**Jonathan Swift's Pub** (306 John F. Kennedy (nee Boylston) Street, Cambridge, 661-9887) — Watch for preppy night every two weeks or so. Cheap drinks, cheap entertainment, cheap atmosphere — the perfect excuse to leave early and play hide-the-salam.
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MIT Campus Police have released this composite sketch of a suspect in the recent shirt thefts. Anyone having any information should contact the MIT Campus Police Department at 253-1212.

Gator shirts walk away?

By Cole Slaw

A rash of Lacoste shirt thefts has occurred since Wednesday, October 21, reported MacGregor Judicial Committee (Judcom) Chairman Lawrence Leverett '54. The natty sport shirts have also recently been stolen from other undergraduate dormitories on both sides of the campus, reported Chief of Campus Patrol James Olivieri '54. Understandably, no thefts have occurred in any of the graduate residences.

"The whole thing is just too lucky for words," said Kirkland. "What else are we to wear to the 'Welcome George' brunch? Of course, we all have spare shirts, but it takes weeks to get the colors to stand up properly."

"I think the whole thing is a plot by some of those long-haired Bexley types, commented theft victim Muffy Lowell-Saltonstall '54. "You know the kind I'm talking about. I mean, really, what do they think they'll achieve? Maybe they have a secret desire to dress properly like the rest of us. Of course it won't work; they just weren't born that way."

When asked to estimate the monetary value of the thefts, McCormick Judcom Chairman Nannerl Pomeroy '54 commented, "If you don't already know, you shouldn't ask." She also added "I don't even care if the shirts are recovered; I never wear mine again; there's no way of knowing what those types did to it."

Novel activities occupy dorm rooms

By Prexy Cocaine

The Housing Office announced today that empty dormitory rooms will be filled by "revenue-producing activities" according to Gene Brimmer '54, Director of Housing and Food Services. Presently, there are 76 open rooms in the dormitory system. According to Brimmer, the openings in the housing system "came about because of total incompetence in the Admissions Office and a complete disaster with the Dean for Student Affairs. These open rooms will result in a revenue loss of approximately $100,000."

Robert A. Sherwood '54, Associate Dean for Student Affairs, noted that "Brimmer obviously knows nothing about housing."

To earn back some of the lost revenue because of the lost dormitory rooms, Brimmer explained that empty rooms will be equipped with "some sort of video-game activity." The installation of video games in the open rooms. Sherwood explained that by putting two video games in each room, the housing system can expect to bring in approximately $1,200 each term. Although this figure is higher than the amount of money presently brought in by rent, Sherwood said that "as present there are no plans to ask students to move out of the dorms and be replaced by video games. This is under serious consideration by the office, however."

Other ideas presently under consideration include equipping rooms with waterbeds that would be rented out by the hour. Also, some rooms could be rented out for one night at a time for students with noncooperative roommates or for students who return to their rooms and find that their roommates have locked them out for the night.

For Student Affairs Shirley McKay '54 noted that she is very interested in this new plan and will personally go out to inspect the dorm rooms, "if someone will tell me where the dormitories are."

Strip mines to replace sports on Briggs Field

By Puffinie Frolic

As the first step in implementing its long-awaited policy of openly encouraging corporate investment on campus, MIT has leased the mineral rights to Briggs Field to Kerr Consolidated, Inc., according to President E. K. "Gene" Richardson '54.

The Reagan Administration's recent elimination of all the unnecessary and costly environmental burdens imposed by previous administrations assures that strip-mining will begin almost immediately. Some barriers will be erected to prevent students' clothes from being soiled as they trot off to class.

Reaganomics comes to MIT

By Hauly S. Vermil

"If you can't beat 'em, join 'em," said President Paul E. Gray '54, explaining the Academic Council's decision to base future changes in tuition and equity level on the supply-side economic theories of President Ronald W. Reagan '54. The new policy is part of the broad-sweeping recovery program of the Gray Administration. (See related stories, this page.)

"The plan is very simple," explained Gray. "By raising tuition 90 percent and the equity level to 90 percent of the total budget, only the incredibly wealthy will be able to attend the Institute. By fiscal 1984, we will be able to lower tuition, while balancing the budget, since all of our alumni will already be rich enough to make large gifts to the Institute upon graduation."

Peter H. Richardson '54, Director of Admissions, belittled the effect the new policies will have on incoming classes. "The applicant pool will, of course, decline," said Richardson. "Median SAT scores may decline by, say, two or three hundred points, but with a wealthier class, other factors make the candidate more attractive. We will, no doubt, continue to admit a few enterprising students from lower income brackets."

Director of Student Financial Aid Leonard V. Gallagher '54 endorsed the Academic Council's decision. "Now we won't have to hassle with those damn financial aid statements any more," he noted. "Hey, I may be out of a job," he added.

"I'm sure the Academic Council will invite me to the discussion," said Undergraduate Association President John E. DeRubesis '54, when informed of the policy change.

"This development is a logical outgrowth of the new position that natural resources are here to be used and abused, an attitude we previously held only about students," commented President Paul E. Gray '54. Gray noted that similar activities are under consideration for next year, including leasing off-shore drilling rights to the Great Court, and timbering the Chapel moat.

MIT will retain control over the lacrosse and field hockey fields. Theicky sports of football, baseball, and soccer will have to be eliminated from the athletic program, and increased emphasis will be placed on squash, tennis, and sailing.